Abstract I discuss three statistics papers of Willem van Zwet: [12] , [5] , and [15] .
"cover our intuitive ideas about skewness and kurtosis", and have a variety of further statistical applications.
Briefly, for distribution functions F, F* which are twice continuously differenc tiable on some interval I with F' (x) > 0 on I, F < F* if and only if G* F is convex on I where G* is the inverse function ofF* defined by G* F*(x) = x. Similarly, for the subclass of all distribution functions as above which are symmetric about some s pointxo, F < F* if and only if G* F is convex for x 2:: xo, x E I, where xo is the (common) point of symmetry. It is easily seen from the forward and inverse probability integral transformations that if X has distribution function F, then X*= G* F(X) has c c distribution function F*, and hence it is natural to write X <X* whenever F < F*.
For X"' F and a positive integer k let
, where
assuming that the expectations exist. Willem himself writes about this paper:
This is a short summary of my dissertation. Over the years, the Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica (Center for Mathematics and Computer Science) at Amsterdam has sold 800 copies. The reason is that the topic is revisited every ten years or so. Among other things, the thesis deals with a partial ordering of one-dimensional probability distributions that produces an increasing skewness to the right, and discusses a few simple consequences of this ordering. Nowadays I would formulate this as an ordering in terms of the fatness of the tail rather than in terms of skewness. The subject will doubtless enjoy yet another lifetime due to the current interest in heavy tails by queuing theory folks, financial mathematics people, etcetera. The thesis is now out of print, but it should be available in the libraries of some statistics departments.
Despite the recent comprehensive book [10] , Willem's paper and his thesis [13] remain gems of the stochastic orderings literature.
s
Here is a conjecture related to van Zwet's < ordering:
Conjecture: Let X have Chernoff's distribution as described in [6] ; this distribution arises as the limit distribution in a variety of problems involving monotone nonparametric function estimation. Let Z be a random variable with a standard normal distribution (with mean zero, variance 1 
Paper 2.
The "two-armed bandit problem", apparently introduced in [8] , is as follows: you are presented with a slot machine with two arms. One arm yields a payoff of $1 with probability a and the other arm yields a payoff of $1 with probability f3. The rub is that you do not know which arm is connected with these probabilities, and you also don't know the values of a and /3. The goal is to maximize your expected winnings in N successive pulls of one or the other of the two arms. Alternatively, if you are very patient and have lots of time to play the machine, you may have the goal of maximizing your limiting average expected winnings as N is allowed to become large. It has been known since [8] that there exist strategies achieving the latter goal: if xk denotes the winnings from play k, then there is decision rule or strategy for choosing one or the other of the two arms so that
with probability one; see e.g. [7] and [4] . Finding optimal strategies for finite N is somewhat more difficult, but perhaps more important for a variety of real problems.
If you have played both arms by step m < N, then playing the arm which has yielded the smaller winnings so far results in sub-optimal winnings in the next step, but a strategy involving always "playing the winner" can also be sub-optimal, as was shown by [3] . The results of these authors prompt Fabius and van Zwet to write: Though these relations may seem intuitively evident, one does well to remember that the two-armed bandit problem has been shown to defy intuition in many aspects (cf. [3] ).
Fabius and van Zwet formulate the two-armed bandit problem in a general decision theoretic setting allowing randomized decision rules and an arbitrary prior distribution for (a,/3) on [0, 1]2. They proceed by characterizing the class of all Bayes rules, and show (Theorem 4) that every admissible strategy is Bayes agains a "non-marginal prior distribution" 1r:. They give an explicit example showing that" ...
there is an essentially unique and hence admissible Bayes strategy against n which violates (the monotonicity requirements) (i) and (ii) (of "play the winner" rules) ... ", thereby reconfirming the results of [3] . Fabius and van Zwet go on to provide wonderfully explicit calculations of minimax symmetric rules and risk for N = 3 andN=4.
For further development of these problems and themes, see [4] , [9] , and the survey by [7] .
Paper 3.
In this delightful historical article Will em reviews the work of the Dutch astronomer Van Willem's article sketches the theory of "M-estimators" that was apparently wellknown in the Dutch astronomy community in the 1930's and 1940's and that was used as a starting point by Van de Hulst in his investigations. A proof of the theorem concerning the asymptotic variance of an "M-estimator" was not given in the known reference, so Van de Hulst provided one. But van Dantzig felt that Van de Hulst's proof was not "rigorous". Willem provides a fascinating commentary on the interactions between the two scientists, with a very readable introduction to the theory (translated into modern notation and terminology), including connections between "M -estimators" (or "Z-estimators" as they are renamed slightly in [ 11] ) and trimmed means via Bahadur's representation theorem for quantiles. In the last section of the paper Willem's intimate familiarity with second order expansions and correction terms comes into play in an elegant and subtle re-analysis of the results of Van de Hulst and empirical data concerning trimmed means from Hertzsprung.
I commend the article to the reader as a superb example of Willem at his storytelling best!
